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ABSTRACT 

Humanity faces a multitude of energy related challenges that must be solved at the same 
time. Since different interest groups attach different importance to these problems, interactive 
multi-criteria tools are needed to analyse possible trade-offs and synergies among energy 
sources. At the same time the need to mitigate climate change has revived interest in nuclear 
power, and some studies have shown that its use would make achieving stringent climate 
targets more affordable. To better assess the possible future role of nuclear power in the 
global energy system, a new functionality was added to MESSAGE model so that issues like 
nuclear waste and accident risk can be quantified using standard indicators. Together with 
previously developed indicators for energy security, climate change and energy affordability, 
these provide a basis for projecting the nuclear sector’s role in light of competing priorities 
and considering various synergies and trade-offs among objectives. The ultimate goal of the 
project is to develop a multi-criteria analysis tool that explores the full solution space in a 
continuous fashion, as opposed to only sampling discrete points in the continuum. As the 
project is still on-going, this paper simply presents initial results based on currently added 
indicators and utilizing a traditional scenario analysis framework. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

There are many energy related challenges that society is facing today. While a cheap 
energy supply is desirable, dangerous climate change can only be avoided by the reduction of 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions [4]. Meanwhile, air pollution continues to have a serious 
impact on human health and the environment, and many countries and regions still lack 
access to modern energy forms or are seriously concerned about their energy security [8]. 
There are many trade-offs between achieving those goals. For example the cheapest energy 
carrier, coal, is also responsible for large GHG emissions and air pollution. It is also clear that 
different shareholders in society do not assign the same importance to solving each of these 
challenges nor agree on what level of fulfilment would be sufficient. Yet there can be 
important synergies between different targets as has been shown by McCollum et al. [2] 

 
Recent years have also witnessed renewed interest in nuclear power. Most studies have 

focused on cost competitiveness (e.g., [1], [7]), with a strong carbon price signal making 
nuclear significantly more attractive. Yet, nuclear power can also be beneficial in enhancing 
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energy security in terms of fossil fuel imports or in reducing air pollution. Many countries, 
particularly among developing states, have openly declared a willingness to start a nuclear 
program or increase their current capacity despite risks stemming from waste and 
proliferation issues, reactor safety and high construction costs [6]. Nuclear energy is in many 
ways a controversial energy form and has many impacts that are not easily monetarized. Also 
the significance different interest groups assign to different impacts varies more than with 
other energy forms. This makes nuclear energy an interesting study case for multi-criteria 
analysis. 

 
Under the framework of the Global Energy Assessment, the International Institute for 

Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) has recently been involved in developing transformational 
energy pathways that simultaneously achieve a variety of energy sustainability goals [8]. In 
this and other analyses, it is clear that nuclear power is a key uncertainty in future energy 
production; it could play an important role in attaining stringent climate targets, or 
technological or socio-political concerns will preclude a nuclear renaissance. To further 
investigate the possible contribution of nuclear energy, new indicators were added to the 
IIASA Energy Program’s existing integrated modelling framework Model for Energy Supply 
Strategy Alternatives and their General Environmental Impact (MESSAGE).  

 

2 METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Multi-criteria analysis 

Traditional energy models used for scenario analysis focus on one goal, most often 
minimizing systems cost, and include other criteria as constraints. This has also been the 
customary set up of the MESSAGE model. MESSAGE is a global systems engineering 
optimization model with 11 regions and a 100 year timespan. The model includes the energy 
extraction (fossils, renewables, nuclear), conversion (e.g., heat, power, refining), and end-use 
(industrial, transport, residential/commercial) sectors and is connected to both a top-down 
macro-economic model of the global economy, MACRO [13], and a climate model of 
intermediate complexity, MAGICC [14]. MESSAGE is most commonly used for energy 
system planning, energy policy analysis and scenario development. More information about 
the MESSAGE model can be found in [9]. The current version of the model includes two 
nuclear technologies, both light water reactors with a once through cycle. 

As other energy related goals have increased in their importance, multi criteria analysis 
methods have been explored to more fully understand the relations between different 
objectives and their achievability. In 2011 IIASA developed a multi criteria analysis (MCA) 
tool for energy analysis [3]. This tool explores the Pareto optimal solution space of discrete 
alternatives where no criterion value can be improved without worsening another criterion 
value, and enables the assessment of the co-benefits of simultaneously achieving climate, 
health and energy security related goals [2]. This is a significant step forward for complex 
energy models, where the application of MCA has been rare, yet much needed.  

To further investigate the trade-offs between different goals, a new project was started 
to develop a multi criteria model analysis (MCMA) tool for MESSAGE. The advantage of 
MCMA methods is the exploration of whole solution spaces in continuous form, whereas in 
the analysis of discrete alternatives, the solution space is restricted to a fixed number of 
outcomes. This leaves a possibility for “in between” solutions in which a small relaxation of 
one criterion can result in significant improvement of other criterion values. More details 
about MCMA methods can be found in [5] and [10]. As the development process is on-going 
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this paper presents initial results based on a traditional scenario analysis and also delineates 
the planned additional developments. 

2.2 Indicators for initial analysis 

To explore trade-offs between different goals new indicators were implemented into the 
MESSAGE model. The indicators used in the first stage of MCMA study development focus 
on both accumulative and yearly indicators. The systems cost and GHG emissions are 
relevant as a total number over the study period, as well as the amount of nuclear waste 
produced, which will remain radioactive for thousands of years. Starting from the medium 
time scale more political goals relating to political acceptability, health impacts and energy 
security are examined. Other possible indicators were considered like proliferation risk and 
financial risk (i.e., higher interest rates on large lump sum investments) but were ultimately 
not implemented in the first version of the model due to either low impact or technical 
obstacles. It is important to keep in mind that the focus of this stage of the study was not to 
find the best possible indicators but to describe the dynamics of the energy system under 
multi-objective optimisation– in other words, a proof of concept. 

The following indicators are used in the model: 

• Accumulative constraints 
o Cost of energy system including fuel cost in US$2005. 

o Cumulative GHG emissions over the modelling period in megatonnes 
carbon-equivalent (MtC-eq).  

o Amount of spent nuclear fuel produced over the modelling period in m3. 

• Yearly constraints 
o Public attitude towards different electricity production technologies from 

2030 (see Table 1). 

o Deaths per gigawatt year (GWyr) of electricity produced throughout the 
life cycle of electricity production including direct effects from power 
plant accidents as well as  indirect effects like mining accidents, air 
pollution etc. from 2030 (see Figure 1). The industrial and developed 
regions values are implied to converge by 2060. 

o Net import of currently net importing regions – centrally planned Asia, 
Central and Eastern Europe, North America, Pacific OECD, South Asia 
and Western Europe - from 2030 in GWyrs. 
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Table 1: Attitude towards different electricity production options (Scale: 1 – strongly positive, 
5 – strongly negative, based on a study by M. Viklund [12]) 

 
 

 
Figure 1: Life-cycle death rates for different fuels per GWyre Source: ExternE 

 

2.3 Scenario designs 

As the first step a traditional scenario analysis was performed. Six scenarios were 
analysed in order to explore the extreme edges of the solution space. Each scenario was 
designed to correspond broadly to a particular worldview, such as the “Greenpeace” scenario, 
which focuses its priorities on the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and the 
minimisation of nuclear waste. 

 
 Table 2: Scenarios analysed in this paper

 
The plus sign in the table signifies a constraint on the indicated criterion. As the initial 

scenario analysis was performed in cost optimisation mode, cost is an active criterion for all 
scenarios. The baseline scenario optimizes the system cost only and gives thus the traditional 
single criterion solution to the problem. In contrast, the 450 ppm and Greenpeace scenarios 

Energy source Grade average
Solar 1,49
Wind 1,62
Hydro 1,84
Biomass 2,28
Natural gas 2,44
Nuclear 3,04
Oil 3,61
Coal 4,17

Scenario/Indicator
GHG 
emissions

Net 
import

Nuclear 
waste

Accident 
risk

Public 
perception

Baseline
450 ppm +
Greenpeace + +
Populist policy +
Protectionist policy +
Industry policy +
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limit the greenhouse gas emissions to stabilise at concentration 450 ppm CO2 (thus ensuring a 
relatively high likelihood of reaching the 2°C target [11]) during the course of the century. In 
addition, as mentioned above, the Greenpeace scenario also assumes the same level of nuclear 
waste as baseline scenario which translates to phase out of nuclear power. Three policy 
scenarios consider a focus on different political goals. The populist scenario emphasises the 
public opinion and tries to achieve an energy mix that is publicly acceptable, the protectionist 
scenario limits net energy imports in currently net importing regions and the industry policy 
scenario sets a limit to deaths due to electricity production. In the first case average grade per 
GWyr of electricity produced was required to be at most 2 starting from 2030. Since this 
grade falls between hydro and biomass, it is clear that significant amount of electricity must 
be produced from renewables. In protectionist scenario total imports of the six currently net 
importing regions were limited to at most 2010 levels starting from 2030. This introduces an 
incentive to develop domestic supply without totally eliminating imports. Latter is important 
due to large global differences in resource distribution. In the industry policy scenario the 
deaths per GWyr of electricity were limited to 25 starting from 2030. 

3 RESULTS  

Like other studies, our results indicate that it is unlikely for GHGs to be reduced in the 
absence of explicit emission constraints. Yet, what is interesting here is that we arrive at this 
result even after incorporating public attitudes toward electricity production technologies in 
our modelling framework. This is shown in Figures 2 and 3. Even though people have 
significantly more positive attitudes towards renewables than fossil fuels, limiting this 
indicator to 2 does not lead to a marked change in emissions. The same holds for the Industry 
policy scenario, in which average deaths per GWyr are reduced six-fold compared to 2005 
level. Although total energy system costs in this scenario are comparable to those needed for 
climate mitigation (the 450 ppm scenario), the reduction in cumulative emissions is small. 
This result is partially explained by the fact that in neither in the Industry nor Populist policy 
scenario there is no electrification of transport sector, and therefore emissions from transport 
are not significantly reduced. This indicates that regulating only the electricity supply has a 
limited effect on the big picture, and broader policies are necessary. 

 

Figure 2: Cost difference between scenario 
and baseline (cumulative 1990-2100, 

discounted) 

Figure 3: Cumulative GHG emissions 

 

Since the current model employs only a once-through cycle of nuclear energy 
production, the amount of spent fuel produced is also representative of the amount of nuclear 
power used in the energy system. As indicated on Figure 4 the use of nuclear energy increases 
significantly in only two scenarios – 450 ppm and Protectionist policy. This indicates that low 
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life cycle GHG emissions and energy security are better selling arguments for nuclear power 
than a low number of deaths over the life cycle compared to other electricity production 
options.  In current scenario set up the difference between nuclear, that has the lowest life 
cycle death rate and renewables is simply not justified by the higher costs of the former. 

It is also interesting to note that limiting energy imports in currently net importing 
regions will result is a similar death rate per GWyr as in the baseline scenario as indicated on 
Figure 5. All other scenarios result in significant reduction. Although the average number of 
deaths per GWyr of electricity decreases compared to 2005, the total number of deaths will 
increase in the Baseline and Protectionist policy scenarios due to increased electricity 
production. 

 

 
Figure 4: Spent fuel produced during 

modelling period 

 
Figure 5: Average death per GWyr of 

electricity produced in 2030 

 

The indicator for attitude is based on survey data in which people rated different 
electricity production options on the scale of 1 to 5, where 1 was the best and 5 the lowest 
score (see Table 1). As can be seen from Figure 6 the variations in average score per GWyr 
electricity produced are not large, although scores are lower for the mitigation and Industry 
policy scenarios. This indicates that these dangers are also acknowledged by the general 
public.   

Net energy imports tend to increase if not explicitly limited as shown on Figure 7. This 
result is due to increasing energy demand and low resource availability in some regions 
especially South Asia. 

 

 
Figure 6: Average score for attitude per 
GWyr of electricity produced in 2030. 

(Scale: 1 – strongly positive, 5 – strongly 
negative) 

 
Figure 7: Net energy imports of selected 

regions in 2030 
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4 FUTURE WORK 

Although many interesting lessons can be learned from scenario analysis, it is not likely 
to capture all relevant interplays between different criteria. Therefore MCMA methods will be 
used to further investigate the trade-offs and synergies.  

IIASA is developing a MCMA tool by which different problem matrices can be 
uploaded and analysed by using the aspiration–reservation method. The reservation aspect 
entails that the user can specify for each criterion a least acceptable value and also a level 
above which all values are considered as satisfactory. The interval in between corresponds to 
solutions that only partially fulfil all or some of the criteria. By increasing and relaxing the 
reservation and aspiration levels the user can explore the Pareto optimal solution space 
continuously. Users will be able to choose different levels as well as deactivate some criteria 
considered irrelevant. In this way the tool also enables analysis of preferences for different 
interest groups. Figure 8 provides a screenshot of the current version of the MCMA tool. The 
aspiration and reservation levels are specified in the upper right corner. The trial version of 
the tool is available at www.ime.iiasa.ac.at/mcma/. 

As a part of this project, the energy system matrix with implemented indicators will be 
uploaded to the MCMA tool and thus become available for analysis. The next step in the 
project will be to reanalyse the above mentioned scenarios and see if the same results hold or 
if significantly better criterion values are made possible by small relaxations in other criteria 
values. Afterwards further improvements of the matrix will be considered, such as adding 
more indicators and including more advanced nuclear technologies and the closed fuel cycle. 

 

 
Figure 8: Screenshot of MCMA tool 
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